Wikipedia is one of the largest and most successful examples of decentralized peer-production systems currently in existence. Yet, the quality of Wikipedia articles varies widely with articles considered of encyclopedic quality (called featured articles) representing less than 0.1 percent of all articles. In this paper, we examine how article quality varies as a function of the network mechanisms that control the interaction among contributors. More specifically, we compare the network mechanisms underlying the production of the complete set of featured articles, with the network mechanisms of a contrasting sample of comparable non-featured articles in the English-language edition of Wikipedia. Estimates of relational event models suggest that contributors to featured articles display greater deference toward the reputation of their team members. Contributors to featured articles also display a weaker tendency to follow the behavioral norms predicted by the theory of structural balance, and hence a weaker tendency toward polarization.
Introduction
The online encyclopedia Wikipedia is the largest general reference work available in the Internet and one of the most visited websites in existence. Wikipedia is also one of the success stories of self-organizing online peer-production where communities of volunteers actively sustain private costs to produce freely available public goods [1] . Despite its global popularity and success, the quality of articles in Wikipedia is highly heterogeneous [2, 3, 4, 5] . Featured articles, the set of articles considered of the highest ("encyclopedic") quality, are less than 0.1 percent of all articles in Wikipedia. Why are high quality articles in Wikipedia so few? Why is the quality of Wikipedia articles so variable? Addressing these questions would contribute to improve our understanding of how to control and stabilize quality in decentralized peer-production systems -a problem whose importance goes well beyond the specific case of Wikipedia that we examine in this paper.
In the near-absence of centralized, authority-based organizational coordination and control routines, it has been argued that emergent networks resulting from task-oriented interaction might serve the purpose of coordinating and controlling the execution of team work [6] . If this claim is correct, then differences in the structure of these collaboration networks should be reflected in observable differences in the quality of the articles in Wikipedia. In this paper, we explore this conjecture by comparing the structure of the edit network [7] of featured articles with that of a control sample of non-featured articles that have similar distributions with respect to basic characteristics.
The structure of the edit network of a Wikipedia article emerges from sequences of time-stamped, signed and weighted relational events [6] . A negative undo event results from edits in which a user deletes (at least part of) the contributions of another user. A positive redo event results from edits in which a user restores (at least part of) the contributions of another user that have been previously deleted. Undo and redo events are weighted by the number of words deleted or restored. These decisions to undo or redo contributions of other users are of utmost importance since they ultimately determine the article's content and quality. Previous work has shown that these decisions can be partially explained by the embedding of users in the network of past events [6] . In this paper we develop and test two hypotheses about how the network structure of collaboration underlying the production of higher-quality articles may differ from that underlying the production of lower-quality articles.
Background and hypotheses
The theory of structural balance [8, 9] stipulates that a signed network (that is, a network with positive and negative ties) is balanced if all of its cycles have an even number of negative ties. The theory assumes that individuals will have a preference for balanced structures.
There is a conceptual link between polarization [10] , balance [8, 9] , and cognitive dissonance [11] . The structure theorem of Cartwright and Harary [9] demonstrates that a signed network is balanced if and only if its nodes partition into two classes with only positive ties within classes and only negative ties between classes. Thus, a signed network is maximally polarized if, from the point of view of each individual, it decomposes into "friends" and "enemies," such that friends are positively linked to friends, friends are negatively linked to enemies, and enemies are positively linked to enemies. Such a network structure reduces cognitive dissonance [11] and is associated with a stable cognitive equilibrium state [8] .
Our claim that a such a balanced structure might impair team productivity is based on the observation that polarization has undesirable consequences for communities. For instance, polarization has been found to lead to social segregation, biased assimilation of new information, exposure to less diverse points of view, and to cause an even higher degree of polarization [12, 13] . Similarly, it has been shown that the human tendency to reduce cognitive dissonance may have negative economic consequences [14] . Adherence to the rules predicted by balance theory also tends to perpetuate political conflict [15] . The general conclusion that we draw from this extensive literature is that if a social system is balanced, it is both stable and sub-optimal.
More specifically for the case of Wikipedia, strong opinion polarization within the team of contributors to an article, may push users to evaluate the contributions of others not only in terms of their quality, but also in the light of ingrained ideological orientations. Users might be willing to delete even high-quality content if it expresses opposing views, or simply if it originates from members of the "out-group." Such a balance-driven editing behavior would undermine the production of a high-quality article.
Therefore, we hypothesize that editing behavior underlying the production of high-quality (featured) articles will display a weaker tendency to conform to the predictions of balance theory, than editing behavior underlying the production of non-featured articles.
Important as it may be, polarization is not the only factor driving the quality of Wikipedia articles. At least as important is the quality of individual contributions -regardless of the agreement or disagreement they might generate. An alternative hypothesis could be that editing decisions based on the quality of content will be more likely to produce high quality collective outcomes.
Since it is hard to assess the quality of individual contributions, we use user reputation [16, 17] as a proxy for quality. A user has high reputation, if it is unlikely that his or her contributions are questioned and hence deleted by others. We hypothesize that teams producing featured articles will display more deference towards (and hence more reluctance to undo) the contributions of highly reputable contributors.
The question whether polarization ("us vs. them") or reputation drives text-editing decisions relates closely to the distinction between balance theory and status theory analyzed by [18] on a network of votes for or against Wikipedia adminship. While [18] found more support for status theory, we want to relate article quality with these hypothetical explanations for negative ties.
The analysis of conflict, dispute, disagreement, or controversy among Wikipedia editors is not new [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] . In this paper, however, we are not analyzing the impact of the presence of, or the amount of, conflict in a team of Wikipedia contributors, but rather the effect of the structure of conflict. The relation between network structure and quality of Wikipedia articles is also not examined here for the first time. For example, in a paper relating network structure to the quality of Wikipedia articles, [26] analyze edit motifs in the bipartite network connecting users to articles they contribute to write. The network we analyze in this paper is different, however, as it links users through positive and negative events resulting from text modifications.
Wikipedia articles
The data that we analyze in this paper come from the public database dump (https://dumps. wikimedia.org/) of the English-language edition of Wikipedia, dated January 1st, 2018. There are about 5.5 million articles (that is, Wikipedia pages from Namespace 0 that are not redirects) in this data. Articles in this set are very heterogeneous with respect to their quality, but also with respect to basic variables such as size, age, or number of edits. In fact, the average article is very short and has received a very small number of edits. Since it is meaningless to compare a mature high-quality article with a newly created, or mostly neglected article consisting of only a few sentences, we take special care in constructing the sample of articles that we analyze. We define next the set of high-quality articles used in our analysis and in Section 2.2 we describe the construction of a comparison sample of articles that are not perceived as being of high quality -but that are similar to the high-quality articles with respect to several basic variables.
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High-quality (featured) articles
Wikipedia has a well-established internal, community-based quality evaluation system for its articles. Most articles are assigned to one (or multiple) quality levels: stub, start, C-class, B-class, good article (GA), A-class, or featured article (FA). Wikipedia's quality assessment has been compared to external ratings on a sample of articles by [2] , who generally found satisfactory agreement, and has often been used in academic research [2, 26, 4, 27, 28] .
In this paper we analyze all featured articles (FA) in existence as of January 1st, 2018. This set of 5,164 featured articles constitutes half of our article sample. The non-featured articles that we selected for case control completes the full sample of articles that we analyze.
Constructing a comparison set of non-featured articles
Comparing featured articles with arbitrary (or random) non-featured articles would be futile since a typical featured article has by several orders of magnitude more edits, more contributors, and a longer text than a typical non-featured article. In fact, a randomly drawn article has only a tiny chance of being featured -not because the network among its collaborators has the "wrong" structure but simply because it is much too short to qualify as a featured article (compare [29] ).
In order to uncover the distinctive features of the collaboration structure of high-quality articles, we compare all featured articles with a control sample of non-featured articles having similar distributions with respect to several variables that are predictive of the probability to be featured. Such an approach has been advocated, for instance, by [5] who compare "coordination" in Wikipedia's featured articles with a comparison set of non-featured articles that have similar distributions of edits. In this paper we choose the comparison set of non-featured articles dependent on many more variables.
Our approach to constructing a control sample of non-featured articles may be summarized as follows. We first specify a basic model for the probability that a Wikipedia article is featured and fit this model on all 5.5 million articles. Explanatory variables in this basic model include article characteristics that are reliable predictors of article quality, but that do not encode the structure of the collaboration network. We then draw about 5,000 non-featured articles such that the distribution of the predicted FA-probability on these sampled non-featured articles is similar to the predicted FA-probability of the featured articles. Thus, judging from the basic model, non-featured articles included in the control sample have comparable odds of being included in the set of featured articles -except for the obvious fact that they are not actually included in it.
We then analyze differences in the network structure of featured and sampled non-featured articles in order to detect characteristics that might explain the difference in quality. Details of this approach are discussed next. As basic explanatory variables for article quality we take the articles' length (number of bytes); age (time since the first edit); number of edits; team size (number of unique contributors); numbers of reverts, links within Wikipedia, external references, sections at level one and two, images, templates, categories, and links to articles in other language editions of Wikipedia; the average number of characters per word and the average number of words per sentence (compare [4] ); the average size of categories; and a measure for the article granularity (compare [28] ). Variables that have a skewed distribution are transformed by the mapping x → log(1 + x) and all variables are normalized by subtracting their mean and dividing by their standard deviation.
We use these variables to estimate a logit model for the probability that given articles are featured. Table 1 . Top: predicted log-odds for all 5,164 featured articles. The vertical lines show the deciles (qi)i=0,...,9 of featured articles. Bottom: predicted log-odds for all 5.5 million articles. The vertical lines also show the deciles computed from the set of featured articles (not from all articles). For each i = 0, . . . , 9, we sample about 516 non-featured articles whose predicted log-odds are in the interval [qi, qi+1).
Estimated parameters, obtained from fitting the model to all 5.5 million articles, are reported in Table 1 . Many of the findings from this model are well-known or are consistent with intuition. The model shown in Table 1 predicts for all articles the probabilities to be featured whose log-odds are displayed in Fig. 1 . The vertical lines show the deciles (q i ) i=1,...,9 of featured articles that is, the values q i such that (i · 10)% of all featured articles have predicted log-odds below q i . For ease of notation, we define q 0 to be the minimum predicted log-odds over all featured articles and q 10 to be the maximum plus one.
To construct a case control sample of non-featured articles, we first discard all articles whose predicted log-odds are below q 0 . For i = 0, . . . , 9 let A i denote the set of all non-featured articles a whose predicted log-odds satisfy q i ≤ log.odds(a) < q i+1 .
For each article a ∈ A i we decide uniformly and independently at random with probability p = 516.4/|A i | whether to include a in our comparison set. Thus, in expectation we draw 516.4 non-featured articles (that is, 10% of the number of all featured articles) from each of the sets A i . Judging from the model in Table 1 , these sampled non-featured articles have similar predicted probabilities to be of high quality as the featured articles. Empirically the sampled non-featured articles also have similar distributions than the featured articles in the characteristics used to fit that model. For instance, they tend to be much longer and to have many more revisions than the average over all 5.5 million articles. As it could be expected, the quality distribution of the sampled non-featured articles is centered at the higher quality grades below FA (that is, B-class, good article, and A-class), while the quality distribution of all 5.5 million articles has a pyramidal shape with stub articles being the most frequent, followed by start and C-class articles.
Modeling Wikipedia edit networks
For each Wikipedia article in our sample (featured or not) we compute an edit network [7] that is composed of time-stamped, signed, and weighted relational events resulting from text modifications. Undoing contributions of others is interpreted as a negative interaction among users and re-doing others' contributions is interpreted as a positive interaction. Analyzing fine-grained text-change events obtained by comparing successive revisions of the same article is a well established strategy in Wikipedia research and yields more detailed information than considering just complete reverts that restore exactly a previous version of the text [16, 7, 17, 30, 31, 6] .
We model the propensity of specific users to undo contributions of specific other users by variants of relational event models that have been proposed in [6] . Relational event models [32] 
have been proposed to analyze positive and negative interaction in applications ranging from literature reviews and political discourse over to international relations [33, 34, 35, 36, 37] .
The model for Wikipedia edit networks that we adopt in this paper assumes that for each pair of users (A, B) contributing to a given article and for each point in time t there is a latent probability prob.undo t (A, B) explaining how likely A is going to undo contributions of B at time t. What we can observe instead is the fraction of B's edits undone by A at time t, compared to the total amount of B's edits that could potentially be undone at t. For instance, at time t, there might be 100 words contributed by B at some time before t that are still in the article's text at t. User A -the one who is uploading a new revision at time t -might decide to delete 25 out of these 100 words, giving an observed undo ratio of 0.25. The undo model tries to estimate the latent probabilities prob.undo t (A, B) , as a function of explanatory variables introduced below, such that the estimated undo probabilities are as close as possible to the observed undo ratios. The predicted probabilities prob.undo t (A, B) are estimated by logistic regression, where the explanatory variables can be functions of sequences of past events, but can also encode characteristics of A or B, see Sect. 3.1 and Fig. 2 . If the estimated parameter α i associated with a particular explanatory variable x i is positive, then a high value of x i for the dyad (A, B) implies an increase in the predicted probability that A will undo edits previously contributed by B, and hence a more negative assessment of B's edits by A. A negative parameter implies a decreased undo probability and, thus, a more positive assessment by A of the text contributed by B.
When constructing the edit network we did not exclude bots (i. e., software scripts that perform routine tasks [38] ). While it is questionable whether software adheres to the same social norms as humans, bots are nevertheless developed and deployed by humans. Two contentious factions of bots, or a group of bots being in opposition with a group of human users, could still indicate polarization in the creation of an article. Future work has to test against the conjecture that a different ratio of non-human users, or more generally a different distribution of user roles, could explain observed differences in the structure of edit networks.
Explanatory variables in the undo model
Network effects. The actual explanatory variables that encode specific network effects are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The configurations in the top row in Fig. 2 illustrate effects in which the estimated undo probability from A to B depends on past undo or redo events on the same dyad (repetition effects) or on the reverse dyad (reciprocation effects). Additional degree-based effects, illustrated in the second and third row in Fig. 2 , are included to control for activity and popularity effects.
Of particular interest for the argument that we test in this paper are the triadic effects illustrated in the bottom row in Fig. 2 . These explanatory variables can model how the undo probability from A to B depends on indirect ties connecting A and B via third parties. For these variables we consider undirected past undo or redo events, that is, for two users C 1 and C 2 the symmetric undo weight connecting C 1 with C 2 is defined by aggregating past undo events from C 1 to C 2 and from C 2 to C 1 (similarly for the redo weight).
Concretely, the variable friend.of.friend encodes to what extent A is connected by past redo events with a third user C who, in turn, is connected by past redo events with B. Structural balance theory [8, 9] predicts that "friends of friends are friends" so that if the friend.of.friend variable takes a high value on the dyad (A, B) we would expect a rather positive assessment of B by A, that is a low undo probability. In the estimated models this would be reflected in a negative parameter associated with friend.of.friend.
The variable friend.of.enemy encodes to what extent A is connected by past undo events with a third user C who, in turn, is connected by past redo events with B. Structural balance theory predicts that "friends of enemies are enemies" so that we expect a positive parameter associated with friend.of.enemy in the undo model (revealing an increased undo probability towards the friend of an enemy). Similarly, a positive parameter is predicted for enemies of friends which should also be enemies, according to balance theory. Finally, the variable enemy.of.enemy encodes to what extent A is connected by past undo events with a third user C who, in turn, is connected by past undo events with B. Structural balance theory predicts that "enemies of enemies are friends" so that we expect a negative parameter associated with enemy.of.enemy in the undo model (revealing a reluctance to undo contributions of enemies of enemies).
Other effects. In addition, we include as explanatory variables the number of users (nodes) in the network at the time of the event and two variables dependent on the reputation [16, 17] of the source user and the target user of dyadic events. The reputation of a Wikipedia user intuitively encodes the ratio of the user's contributions that have been preserved in the past. Thus, contributions of a user with the highest reputation (equal to 1.0) have never been undone in the past and all contributions of a user with the lowest reputation (equal to 0.0) have been undone in the very next revision. The longer the contributions of a user survive before deletion, the more her reputation approaches one. (Future work might consider capturing reputation by other user characteristics.) By common sense the reputation of a user B should decrease the probability that B's edits are undone, so that we expect a negative parameter associated with reputation.of.target in the undo model.
Distinguishing effects in featured and non-featured articles.
Finally, in order to analyze whether collaboration networks on featured articles display systematically different patterns of interaction we include a binary explanatory variable that is one if the article on which the event takes place is featured and zero else. The FA indicator variable is interacted with all other explanatory variables to estimate the difference in network effects between featured and non-featured articles. Based on our previous arguments we hypothesize that it is positive for article quality if users display deference for the reputation of other Page 2627 users. Thus we expect that in featured articles users will show a stronger reluctance to undo contributions of other users with high reputation. That is, we expect the parameter associated with reputation.of.target to be lower (more negative) on featured articles. Likewise, we hypothesize that adherence to behavioral norms predicted by structural balance theory is negative for article quality as it might indicate polarization of the team of contributors. Thus, we expect that on featured articles the parameters of the friend.of.friend and the enemy.of.enemy variables are higher than on non-featured articles (users are less reluctant to undo contributions of friends of friends and of enemies of enemies) and that the parameters of friend.of.enemy and enemy.of.friend are lower (users show a weaker tendency to fight friends of enemies or enemies of friends).
Preprocessing variables and sampling observations. Due to skewed distributions we transform all explanatory variables, except the binary featured article indicator (FA), by the mapping x → log(1 + x) and then subtract their mean and divide by their standard deviation. These normalizations make parameter sizes more easily interpretable and comparable. To reduce runtime and memory consumption when computing explanatory variables and estimating model parameters, we apply two sampling strategies. The first deals with the extreme sparsity of edit networks. In fact when a particular user produces the next revision of an article she could potentially undo contributions of hundreds of other users but typically decides to undo only few of them (compare [6] ). To deal with such situations, case-control sampling [39] has been suggested which proceeds by including all events (dubbed "failures" in [39] ) but only a certain number of the non-events. Sampling from the non-events in the context of relational event models has been proposed for instance in [32, 40] . In our study we include for each observed undo event five dyads on which an undo event could have happened at that point in time, but did not. By this procedure we obtain more than 78 million observations, which is still too much to be kept in main memory during parameter estimation. To further reduce the number of observations we sample uniformly at random with a probability of 0.1 yielding 7,891,113 dyadic observations on which we estimate the undo models. Table 2 reports estimated parameters of the models explaining dyadic undo probabilities. We will focus our discussion on the variables related to our hypotheses and discuss the "basic undo model" (left column) first. The finding on the effect of the reputation.of.target variable is consistent with the hypothesis that users, in general, show deference for the reputation of others. The negative parameter associated with this variable indicates that contributions of users with high reputation have a lower probability to be made undone. The findings on triadic network effects support -but not without exception -the predictions of balance theory. The negative parameter of friend.of.friend implies a decreased probability to undo the contributions of friends of friends. Thus, friends of friends tend to be seen as friends. The finding contradicting the predictions of balance theory is the negative parameter associated with friend.of.enemy, implying that users have a reluctance to undo contributions of the friends of their enemies. In contrast, the positive parameter associated with enemy.of.friend supports balance theory predicting that these are enemies (whose contributions should thus be made undone). Also in support of balance theory is the negative parameter associated with enemy.of.enemy indicating that users are reluctant to undo contributions of users that have the same enemies.
Results
Turning to the model reported in the second column of Table 2 (interacting all explanatory variables with the featured article indicator), we can detect systematic differences between featured and non-featured articles. The hypothesis that users contributing to featured articles display more deference for the reputation of other contributors gets supported by the negative parameter associated to the interaction effect reputation.of.target:FA. This parameter implies that, when working on featured articles, users tend to be even more reluctant (than on non-featured articles) to undo contributions of other users with high reputation.
With respect to the difference on the triadic network effects on featured and non-featured articles, we hypothesized that users working on featured articles will have a weaker tendency to act according to the rules predicted by balance theory. Three of the four triadic effects support this hypothesis, the exception being the parameter for friend.of.friend. We estimated negative parameters associated with the interaction effects friend.of.enemy:FA and enemy.of.friend:FA. This means that users working on featured articles are more reluctant to undo contributions of the friends of their enemies and of the enemies of their friends, than users working on non-featured articles. Since balance theory predicts that "friends of enemies, and enemies of friends are enemies," we thus find a weaker agreement with balance theory in the creation of featured articles. Going in the same direction, the parameter of the interaction 
Discussion and conclusions
Articles in Wikipedia are produced by dispersed communities of volunteers in the near absence of hierarchical organizational structures and control routines.
Our main objective in this paper was to examine differences in the network mechanisms behind observed variation in the quality of Wikipedia articles.
Our starting point was the claim that networks emerging from task-oriented interaction among participants provide a governance structure that facilitates coordination and control. We exploited the social transparency properties typical of on-line peer productions to examine the link between network mechanisms and the quality of Wikipedia articles. Our analysis was guided by two general ideas. The first was that quality of the articles decreases if interaction among contributors is shaped by balance processes that induce and sustain polarization. The second idea was that the quality of the articles is likely to benefit from a system that recognizes differences in reputation among participants.
The results of our empirical study suggest that the structure of collaboration networks might have a significant impact on the ultimate quality of articles that are otherwise similar in terms of their basic editorial features. More specifically, we have found that teams involved in the production of featured articles display more deference for the reputation of their members, i. e., they are more reluctant to question the opinions of highly reputable contributors. We have also found that teams producing featured articles display weaker adherence to the behavioral norms predicted by balance theory. Because structural balance effects are known to produce polarized networks partitioned into mutually contentious factions, this result could point to a "prize of polarization" in that polarized teams produce output of lower quality.
Limitations and future work
The empirical analysis in this paper follows the approach of a case-control study in which instances (i. e., articles) are selected based on the outcome variable (i. e., article quality). Then, we assess differences in the explanatory variable (i. e., network structure) between instances with different outcomes. As such, our analysis cannot establish a causal effect nor does it provide an indicator of effect size. Future work that attempts to overcome these drawbacks might proceed by specifying a model for the evolution of article quality in which network structure is included as an explanatory variable. Another possibility for future work is applying a more sophisticated model in which the effect of the adherence to specific social norms on article quality might depend on the type or role of users. By doing so we might filter out systematically different behavior of, for instance, bots or users that perform editorial routine tasks. Last but not least, future work could attempt to shed light on the question to what extent users take into account information about past user interaction. While this information is indeed available to everyone with access to a Web browser, it is not obvious to what degree it influences users' editing decisions.
